Abstract. In order to research the effect of nozzle geometric parameters on the jet flow performance in processing a thin and sensitive material. A design of two nozzles with different structure has been proposed for hybrid laser/water-jet scribing technology. In this paper, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method was used to simulate and analyze the gas-water two phase flows of water jets. Compared with cylindrical nozzle, the results show that conical nozzle obtains a greater pressure field and more stabilized velocity field. As a result, by comparing the optimization can get the optimum nozzle structure parameters.
Introduction
In recent years, hybrid laser/water-jet scribing technology is a frontier research topic. Given that the quality problem of the thin, sensitive and brittle material scribing, a novel laser and water-jet scribing process has been put forward to improve processing quality and meet request of precision. Conventionally, laser processing like CO 2 and Nd:YAG lasers are used in a variety of material processing applications for a wide range of materials, and there appears to be no limit to the range of possible materials, which include metals, ceramics, composite materials, polymers, semiconductors, and biological tissue [1] . the laser beam is emitted by the use of high power laser irradiation on the surface of work-piece, local softening and melting work-piece by irradiation area so as to achieve the purpose of the cut, and then water jet will wash molten slag molten slag from work-piece surface, which is soften by high energy of laser. The nozzle is the most important terminal actuators as the equipment of water jet in process, its structural parameters will eventually decide to water jet equipment property. However, it is difficult to provide a suitable nozzle's structure parameter. To obtain its structure parameter, numerical simulation has been carried out in FLUENT software.
Using experimental research method, it need process a large number of nozzles of different structure. It is difficult to evaluate flow field characteristics, and cost is expensive. While numerical simulation technology can avoid these problems well [2] .
Numerical Algorithm

The Control Equations.
CFD technology is to solve the control equations (include momentum conservation equation, energy conservation equation, continuity equation and equation, etc.) of fluid mechanics by numerical calculation method [3] .
Continuity equation is Where µ is velocity of continuous phase, i, κ is the coordinate direction and the direction of the velocity components in the Coordinate system. The density of continuous phase and the pressure of continuous phase and molecular dynamic viscosity coefficient are ρ , p and µ , respectively. κ equation is
Where t µ 
The division of the grid
In GAMBIT, two nozzles (as showed in the Fig.1 ) have been divided into meshed structure. Due to the flow field of nozzle along outlet diameter direction is more intense than others. Local grid along diameter length direction is dense [4] .Based on the grid meshing theories; refined grid quality has been taken into consideration in this paper with using the structure of triangular grid. Triangular grid is affiliated with unstructured grid, which can eliminate the structural limits of the structure in the grid node. While node and element distribution obtain good controllability, boundary conditions has been handled. As showed in the Fig.2 below for the unstructured grid of cylindrical nozzle. 
Simulative Result and experimental verification
We apply VOF model of mutiphase in FLUENT and use cooperatively standard κ ε : model with standard wall functions [5] . The primary and secondary phases are defined: (a) Set the phase material of primary-phase (phase-1) to water-liquid and rename phase-1to water; (b) Similarly set the secondary-phase material to air. When everything is ready, running calculation will carry out iteration and calculation. As show in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) are contours of total pressure of conical nozzle and cylindrical nozzle, respectively. Their velocity magnitudes along axial position are showed in Fig.5 (a) and Fig.5 (b) .
In order to verify validity of simulative result, experimental facilities (beakers) are applied to measure velocity magnitude of nozzle exit. Experimental method is demonstrated as follow: when water-jet flow from nozzle inlet to nozzle outlet, the time (seconds) it takes under quantitative1000 mL water-liquid circumstance [6] .The average velocity expresses as follow: and the length of water-jet. Only when water-jet's velocity is stable, work-piece will acquire maximum impact force.
